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About This Game
Purple Deathmatch is an exciting adventure quest with clicker elements.
They say that death has its own death, is it?
Somewhere in the western province, after the pension reform ...
Marcus is a former Russian gangster rises from the dead. On his way - his life difficulties. Drinks and pool parties are a things
of the past.
Fight the cats, charred to the bone, get out of Marcus Grave and win
the final boss.
Features:

Art film vomit enveloping game
Web punk technology
High level of difficulty
Enough levels to play around and not get bored
Meeting with the boss
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Title: Purple Deathmatch
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Young Dolphin
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2019
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English,Russian,German
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/zmQgPkYuPfc
I went into this game not expecting much, but what greeted me was a blistering flurry of WTF moments. I'm not sure on the
overall message behind the skeleton riding a dolphin to dodge beer bottles and hurl balls of yarn at a twisted female face beyond
a possible tie to alcoholism and domestic violence, but it is presented more like some kind of twisted high, liquor fueled fever
dream.
Purple Deathmatch does have its faults, the worst being the instructions too late to be useful with enemies or obstacles
approaching with little time to react. The lack of an options screen is also annoying, leaving Steam curator The Horror Network
who stopped by to comment trying to force it fullscreen (alt+enter worked). I also had to turn the volume down through
Streamlabs to get the footage since there's no actual volume option as well.
But, overall, Purple Deathmatch is a screwed up enough ride across a very short amount of time. Hell, I didn't even know I beat
the game until someone in my Twitch chat pointed out I had actually finished it. I wasn't a huge fan, but for fifty cents (US
currency) it did keep me occupied and, despite giving me a migraine, I don't regret havung played it. Given how short it is when
you figure things out or know what to do, maybe wait for a sale on this one first, not to mention some Tylenol for the headache
some of the effects will surely cause.
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